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Evaluating the supervised video summarization model VASNet on an action localization dataset

introduction

RESEARCH QUESTION

METHOD

How well can a supervised model (VASNet) trained with ground-truth
importance scores based on action localization learn representations

for video summarization?

Video summarization is the task of creating a shorter version of a video while
preserving that video's main storyline.  This task suffers from the problem of subjectivity
because, for the same video, different human annotators can create different
summaries.  Supervised models are especially affected because they rely on human-
generated summaries when learning to build summaries.  There may also be the reason
behind the observation that unsupervised models sometimes outperform supervised
models.

This leads us to investigate the effect of action localization  on the task of video
summarization. To do that, we used the Breakfast Actions datset.  

VASNet [1] is a supervised video summarization model that uses "soft, self-attention".

Train VASNet on the Breakfast Actions dataset
Evaluate performance using F1 score
Evaluate performance using correlation metrics:

Spearman's rho
Kendall's tau
phi (Matthews Correlation Coefficient)
Jaccard

Compare performance with SumMe and TVSum
Compare performance with other supervised and unsupervised models
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CONCLUSION

The  Breakfast Actions dataset has better-correlated human-
generated summaries than SumMe, which indicates that
action localization has an impact on the level of disagreement
between human annotators.
 VASNet is able to produce summaries that are correlated with
at least one of the reference summaries.
 Supervised models appear to outperform unsupervised
models on the Breakfast Actions dataset.
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Figure 3: The performance comparison of video summarization
models when trained on the Breakfast Actions dataset

Figure 1: VASNet's performance on the SumMe, TVSum and Breakfast
Actions dataset

Figure 2: average level of correlation between
human-generated summaries
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